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Zoom bombing: the unwanted, disruptive 
intrusion, generally by Internet trolls, into 
a video-conference call. Zoom raiders often 
employ shocking imagery, racial epithets 
and profanity to derail video conferences.

Every host needs a plan



Topics 

What are the risks?

• Online 

• In the room

• On other social media channels

Recommendations

• Before the event

• If there is an incident



What are the risks?



Risks online

“Zoom bombing”

• Screen sharing

• Inappropriate video content (camera 
or background)

• Shouting

• Chat

• Annotation

• Mis-use of participant name

• Offensive commenting on livestream 
platforms 
(YouTube, Facebook etc)



Risks within the 
venue

An emergency of any type

• Some-one taken ill

• Need to evacuate

• Need to lock down

• Any adverse incident



Recommendations



Setting up the event

Scheduled meeting

• Password protection

• Unique meeting ID

• Require Registration

• Use a Waiting room

• Don’t publish details on social media

• Ask participants to use their full name

Meeting settings

• Only hosts can screen share

• Mute on entry

• Auto-save the chat

• Disable file transfer, remote control, 
“Join before Host”, annotations, whiteboard, 
raise hand



During the event

• Separate Zoom host to manage and monitor

• Assign a Co-host (who could take over if 
necessary)

• Mute all / do not allow to unmute

• Lock the meeting once everyone has arrived 
(or at least, enable the waiting room)

• Be vigilant



If there is an incident

1. Throw out the individual; and/or 

2. Send everyone back to the waiting room; 
and/or 

3. Hit the Red Button 
(“Suspend Participant Activities”); and/or 

4. Stop the whole meeting

Ideally:

• Start recording

• Take screenshots / mobile phone shots

• If you are in the room, the quickest may be 
to end the meeting for all, then restart it and 
start recording

• Generate Zoom attendee reports

In the room: Keep yourself safe



Immediately 
afterwards

Preserve the evidence if possible

Save the chat

Communicate carefully with your 
participants – they need to know what has 
happened and may be very shocked

Decide whether to resume or abandon the 
meeting

Offer support to those affected, 
immediately and later

Report to appropriate authorities, e.g. CST



Later

Recognize and acknowledge this aggression has occurred. Hate speech can 

traumatize. Individuals are impacted in varying ways to hearing or seeing 

the same things. Recognize that while it may not have impacted you 

considerably, to others it can affect them immediately and in days and 

weeks later. People experience these events differently and for some it can 

trigger previous incidents of racism, bias, and discrimination.

Minorities are disproportionately impacted and targeted. These incidents 

are not “a fluke” or “some troublemakers” playing a prank. This is 

systematic ant-semitism.

As zoom meeting hosts we have a responsibility to our community to 

respond immediately if it happens.  Acknowledge that what occurred was 

completely unacceptable and reprehensible. Recognize also that though 

this may be shocking to some, it is a regular occurrence of hatred and 

racism that many folks experience daily.

Encourage people to step away, turn their camera off, and take deep 

breaths, to compose and recalibrate, as needed. Explain that it is 

completely acceptable for people to sign off the Zoom meeting, if that is 

what is best for them.

With thanks to Tufts University



Wrap up and discussion
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